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o. The following paper is a brief sket~h of a Methow phonology. It was 

delivered at the January 17, 1967, University ef Kansas Linguistics Colloquy 

in partial fulfillment of the degree of Honors in Linguistics. 

Methow is an American Indian language of the Salish family. The speak-

ers were never very widely distributed, living m.:linly in the Uethow River 

valley and in a small enclave on the Okanogan River in north central Washing-

ton. At the present time there are four native speakers left who are rea-

sonably competent in the language. 

The following analysiS of the phonemic system of the language is a re-

suIt of two months field work among the Methows during the summer of 1966 ao 

a University Research Assistant in Anthropology, and further research under 

a University General Research Fund grant during the fall of 1966. Due to th'2 

limited nature of the corpus collected, this analysis can hardly be consi.d-

el'cd to be definitive. 

1.0 TheTIJ are thirty-three segmental phonemes and five Gttprasegmental 

phonemes in Methow. The segmental phonemes are divided into o,renty-nine con-

sonant and four vowel phonemes. The suprasegmental phonemes are: one phoneme 

of length, two phonemes of stress, and two phonemes of juncture. Length ap-

plies only to the vowels. In addition, expressive length and pitch are 

present, usually co-occurring. ICo rigorous st9.tement of Methow suprasegtt'en-
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tals will be attempted in this r"Iler. 

1.1 Three types of cons.onants are found in the language: stops, frica-

tives, and resonants. The stops and fricatives are ahlays voiceless, the 

resonants always voiced. Couaonants occur in the fol1otliag positions: bi-

labial, alveolar, palatal, lateral, lateral, velar, and &lottal. In addition, 

there are two contrasts among the velars, front vs. back, and rounded vs. 

unrounded. 

Non-glottalized stops occur in all positions except lateral, for a 

total of eight unglottalized stops. All stops except /~/ may become glottal-

ized, thus producing a series of glottalized stops. With the addition of the 
:'I 

lateral glottalized stop, /)1, this gives a total of eight glottalized 

stop phonemes. 

Fricatives occur in all positions ~xcept lateral and palatal, for a to-

tal of seven phonemes. All fricatives may be glottalized, but there io r..o 

evidence in the corpus that this component of glottalization is phonemic. 

Resonants are found in labial, alveolar, palatal, lateral, and velar 

positions. Glottalization may occur with resonants, but it is unclear whether 

this is phonemic or not. This problem will be considered later in section 

3.?. The consonant phoneme chart of ~'1ethow, then, is au follows: 

r velar r . 
I glot bUab alv pal 1at 

f-unr f-r b-unr b-r 

p t c k kW q qW ? 
;@top -- ~------- ----

, > ) ~ k 1 ) )w 
P t c kW q q 

xW 'JS,w T'·t 

fric s t JC 
.... './ h . ..----

I 
t 

1 r i w I res m n y ! 
, 

L i 
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1.2 Vowels '()c("~r at two levels, mid and low, snd there is a contrast 

of front vs. back at both levels, producing four vowel phonemes. They are 

/ e, o,Ift, a/. Each vowe 1 may occur wi th the phoneme of length I· I. A 
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vowel is defined as any phonemic sound which may o(~cur 'lS t he p0.ak of a pho

nemic syllable.~ All'otlier l'!honemL-:. s..ege.mntals are COllsou;mts" 

1.3 Stress is phonemic, since it is not predictah ~e in all positions. 

There are at least two phon~mic levels of stress: high (~), and low (un

marked). High or primary stress occurs typically in the last phonemic sylla

ble, although there are numerous deviations from this morn recorded. 

Particles are never stressed, even though, as clitics, they may occur 

as the last syllable of a word. 

Words of recent for.eigh origin generally retain their original stress. 

:r'or instnace, [t~kiJ, 'turkey', Fatomof'pflJ, 'automobile'. 

Words generally have one phonetic high stress, but in exceptionally 

lor;.g words a phonetic secondary stress ['-J occurs. The evidence is insuf.f:i

cient at this ticv~ to decide whether this phonetic stress shot!ld be assigned 

a separate phonemic otatus or not. 

As to juncture, little can be said at the p • .'(!sent time. There are prob

ably at least niTO phonemes of juncture, 1+1 phrase final, and Nfol sentence 

final. Together these can provide a d.efinition of the we.I'd: that is, any 

group of phonemes that may both precede and follow either juncture, though 

not necessarily at the same ti~e. 

2. Most phonemes can be attested by examples of contrast in analagous 

environments. Due to the small size of tbe corpus, and the common occurrence 

of roots with affixes of various sorts, few minimal pairs were found. Mini

mal contrasts will be provided where pOSSible, as will sub-minimal contrasts, 

in either pTe-vocalic or post-vocalic position, or both. Whexe examples of 

contrast were unavailable, phonemes have been postulated on the "hasis of 
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their probable occurrence, as determined from related languages and from con-

siderations of patterning. 

2.1 The phoneme Ipl is in contrast with /p, t, l, m/ as follows: 

p/p-- / ' W ,,1 spololax I 'grass': /spo"'-ntl "cloud' 
/p1h/ 'grey': /p~.s/ 'night-hawk' 
/snqal~pl 'coyote': /slep/ 'wood' 

p/t-- /p'~t/ 'smart': Itaxtl 'bitter' , . , 
/spowapl 'breaking wind': Istowapl 'flow' 
/cow6p/ 'tree': /lapretl 'bridle' 

, ~ " 
P/t-- /paxt/ 'smart': /taxt/"sugar' ,. ' .... 

/pewq/ 'white': /tenxl • sinew' 
/. ..... 

p/m-- /posl 'cat': Imos/ 'four' 

The phoneme /p/ is in contrast with /p, t, tl as follows: 

p/p-- see above 

) / ,~- , p/t-- spo~t/ 'cloud': !stonx! 'beaver' 
Islep/ 'wood': !lapret/ 'bridle' 

p!t-- Ipa· 81 'night-hawk,': ItJ xqWeq'W I the sound a gun makes 

I I ) \ I The phoneme t contrasts with Ip, p, t, K, sl as follows: 

tIp, t/p-- see above 

t/~-- ITntem1n/ 'in-law': Intetmlps/ 'gooseberry' 
/t~t! 'bitter':/t~t/ 'sugar' 
IselxWest/ Chillowist Creek: Iskwes?1 'name' 

t/~~- Ital~?! an intensifier: !~a·l'71 'slow' 

t/s-- /t~ylpsl 'grey': Is,~yqWI 'onion' 
, ) \ 

The phoneme It I is in contrast with /p, p, t, qW,~! as follows: 

lows: 

, 1 \ , 
tIp, tIp, t/t-- see above 

, ',. ~ , 7 t/qW __ /topa'l 'great grandparent': IqWopsa I 'great grandchild' 

") ~, I~ ..... 

t/~-- /taxt! 'sugar': I~axtl 'fast' 

The phoneme Icl is in contrast with the phonemes I~, kW. s/ as £01-

1 c/c--
/ Imcalt/ 'vomit': 

!nc:'·cn! 'wolf': 
IsqW~cml 'full': 

l/ 
Icaltl 'cold' 
Is~~~ntl 'rope' 
Isecm! 'blanket' 
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c/kw-- /sct;~m/'bull': /skw~.l/ 'yellowjacket' 

c/s-- /ca.m~p/ 'is melting': /sa.m:p/ 'the melting' 

/c'/ / / The phoneme is in contrast with c as above. 

q The phoneme /~ is in contrast with /~/ as above. 

The phoneme /k/ contrasts with /~/ in the following instance: /skk:"7 ka"/ 

'bird': /sc~'a/ 'pine cone'. 
) ) 

The phoneme /k/ contrasts with It, k, q, ~/ as follows: 

kIt, ~/k-- as above 
) ) , , .} ;) 
k/q-- /sla~s/ 'mosquito': /spsaqs/'nose' 
\)~ , 
k/~-- /kast/ 'bad': /~ast/ 'good' 

The phoneme /kw/ is in contrast with /qW, c/ as follows: 

kT.t7/ c - - see above 

k'W/qW __ /sca7~kw/ 'summer': /sca7~qw/ 'flower' 

For the phoneme /kw/, as well as for /'fw, w, y,~-I, see section 2.3, 

"Unattested Phonemes", below. 
') ) ) 

The phoneme /q/ contrasts with the phonemes /k, q, qW/ as follows: 
.. ) ) 
q/k, q/q-- see above 

~/qW __ /s~lt/ 'sick': /s~W~lt/ 'pack' 

The phoneme / qW / con tr as ts wi th / i , ~W, h/ as f 0 llot-1s : 

qW / t-- see above 

w'" '" qW/h-- /sq oy/ 'mother': Ishoyl 'the going' 
t ') 

The phoneme /q/ is in contrast with /q, qW/ as follows: 
., / )/ 

q/q-- /sqelxw/ 'people': /sqelt/ 'sick' 
,.,. :) , 

q/qW __ /sqelxw/ 'people': /sqwelt/ 'pack' 

The phoneme /~w/ contrasts with the phonemes /kw, q, 4, qW/, as the 

above examples indicate. 

No examples of contrast of (?/ with stop phon~mes was found. However, 
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it does contrast with Ixl in the follo'<1:1'.ng instance; /tt.n11 'ear; I~eoxl 

'sinew' • 

The phoneme lsI contrasts with the phonemes It, c, 11 as follows; 

sIt, s/c-- see above 

's/i-- lsI third person singular suffix: III postelitic 'and' 

The phoneme III is in contrast with the phonemes Is, xl as follows: 

l/s- see above 

l/x-- I~~ltl 'cold': I~~tl 'sugar' 

The phoneme Ixl contrasts with the phonemes 11, xW, " 7/ as follows: 

xl?, x/i-- see above 

x/xw--/d7etxl 'sleeping': Ic~txWI 'house' 

x/~-- Ifaxtl 'sugar': It~tl 'bitter' 

The phoneme Ixwl is in contrast with Ixl as indicated above. 
) 

The phoneme 1,1 is in contrast with Ik, xl as above. 

The phoneme Ihl contrasts with the phonemes Iq, sl as above. 

The phoneme Iml is in contrast with the phonemes Ip, nl as follows: 

m/p-- see above 

m/n-- Im6s1 'four': Inosl future prefix 

The phoneme Inl is in contrast with 1m, 1, rl as follows: 

_/m- - see above 

n/l-- Imolxl 'cottonwood': Ist~nxl 'beaver' 
, f , 

n/r-- ISiramnalkml 'gusty': Isminapl 'bull frog' 

Ttle phoneme 111 is in contrast with In, rl as follows; 

l/n-- see above 

l/r-- IsqWlqw:ltl 'mountain': I~:rt/ 'salt' 

The phoneme Ir/ contrasts with In, 11 as above. 

/ 
2.2 The phoneme leI contrasts with 101 thus: Ilka-pel 'coffee': 

/lkapfJl ·coat'. 
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The phoneffill> /!lJ contl.'6sts with /0/ as in /1ahem/ rele ti ve I when I : 

/t'oh~m/ the bark of a dog. 

'. 2 ~3 T1W~ phonemes Ih.w , xW, y, w,;;rd have been called "unsttes t<"d pho-

nemes" because there is insufficient evidence to delil'_eate their phonemic 
'1 

status. /kw, xW ,4i<j occur only a total of five, th"t"ee, and e:tght times, r.e-

spectively. The eight occurrences of I~ have been recorded in only three 

morphemes. These sounds have been posited as phonemes dcsp~te thiS, how-

ever, because of considerations of patterning and of th~ phomemic systems of 

~og~3te languages, and because no phonetic factor has been fC)1.lnd which 

would account for their appearance as allophones of attested phonemes. Col-

lection of further data would, no doubt, bring to light examples of these 

sounds in contrast with attoeted phonemes. 

In the case of Iyl and Iwl, there are adundant occurreuces of both 

There is but little eVidence, however, to decide their status 

vis-a-vis the lei and 101 phonemes, respectively. On the basis of what 

little eYidenc,e there is, though, it has see.med best to consi(l:u: pbonetic 

diphthongs (and triphthongs) as sequences of consonant(s) and one VQ1'N"cL 

In pre-voealic position, the general syllable structu're of the lanf,uQge., 

basically CV(C) , s(:cms to requ:l.re their analysis 8S Iy/ and Iwl, rather 

than as vowels. For instance, 'hard', phonetically [yo«iy~wtJ, is written 

phonemically El.S Iyawy'-wt/, and not as leaoeaGt/. If the second analysis 

and transeription were to be adoptGd, it would seem u3cessary to add a 

special morphophonemic statement yielding Iyaoeabt/, or somethin.g Similar, 

since every Methow word begins with a consonant. This rule would have to 

be ndhered to, it appears to me, even if a VV(C) syllable were admitted t.o 

tb.e language. So it is simpler in the long run to posit CV(C), and th\:r~ 0-

rot t lm ~J",!necessary morphophonemic statement. 
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.cull phonemes /n/, 111, and Irl in certain forms. There a:r.e 010 typr:>i!l of 

variation, Ir/-/l/, and /l/-/n/. 

The Ir/-/ll variation is the most clear-cut. For insteo.ce, 'Cl.'icket l 

can be rendered as either Issarsrl or Issarsl/. I Grar1el has bee:"l recorded 

as Ikr6psl and Ikltps/. 

The Il/-/nl variation is the more common of the b~o types. One can 

find clear-cut variation, as Ilacn~".!k't~sixwlelx/-/nacn~lkws?xwlelxl '11m 

flying'. One can also find similar variation wh:.;ch could theo'r:etically be 

analysed as a sequence of two pho!l~mes, Iln/. Such a sequence does in f.net 

occur in the language, as in /Gq61n~1 'stomach ache'. A nasalized 1 sound, 

[lJ can occur, as in[*lk~oGa~nJ-[~hloCj'~nJ 'poison ivy'; or a latere,lly 

released n can occur «(nlJ), as in (J;~~t{Yn]-(s~t:lt{"n] 'hit with a stick' .. 

These two sounds are quite distinct, however much their descriptions ~~y 

seem equivalent. As indicated in the examples, these two sounds vary freo-

ly in the given forms with (11 and In], respectively. Fu.rther exaro?les 

III/ l) .... ),.... , 
of 1 - n variat:i.on are as follows: /tclap/-/tcnapl 'Brewster'; /slawdl/-

/siaw'lnl 'strong south wind'. 

3.1 There is not much that is necessary to say about the phonetic 

values of the bilabial and alveolar stops. They are ahrays voiceless, £1.1-

most always slightly aspirated, and sometimes heavily so. In final posi-

tion they, as all stops, are often net released. Sequences of the same 

stop are always rearticulated, never bein.g combi.ned in one long stop. 

The glottal series of stops is similar in phonetic value to the regula.!." 

series, except, of course, they are glottalized, and the amount of aspir-

nti.on is usually less. ',nae glottal release of these stops is often qui-te' 

distinct, but can be so slight as to be unnoticeable. 

The palatal and lateral stops are, in fact, affricates. They differ 

fX!Jm t.he c.t')r-.::~sponding (Bnd occurrin.g)co::1Gorumt clusters in 'M,·r:t!;.c:\w. For 
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instance, Itsl in Ilotas-mapsi a nominalized £o~m of 'it does not m~lt' 

contrasts, though not minimally and across morpheme boundary, with lei in 
~ ~ 

Ica-mtJ.pl '(it) is meltin.g'. The cluster Ikil contrasts with !Jr.1 (again not 
, , 

minimally) in Ipcki~1 April' va. Ixwec~nl 'I gave it to him'o 

The palatal affricate stops Icl and Id, ha.ve two pri.ncipal allophones 

each. The allophones of leI are the alveopalatal affricateC9] and the 

palatal affricate (~l in free variatian. Analagously, c~1 and ~ are in 

free variation as allophones of the phoneme ,cit. 
) 

The lateral affricate stop ~I has been ~itten with the glottalized 

symbol instead of the homorganic non-glottalized symbol ~ fI::I.nce it is 

the typical form of the phoneme_ From the prosent corpus ~]e.ndc!}aeem to 

be in free variation, but whether this is so, or '{"hether th-:'y are. full/ 

phonemes relD.ted in a morphological p-rocess, as in some cognate lallguage.s~ 

is not certain. 

In the velar stops, as well as in the velar fricatives, the phonemic 

contrast front-back is realized phonetically as mid-velar VB. back-volur. 

No true front-velar sounds have been recorded. !he rounded velar stops and 

fricatives are rounded throughou.~; their articulation.. fIhey do not consist 

of a stop (or fricative) plus rounding.. The corresponding unrounded Ve.l.ilT ? 
phonemes are never found before a back vowel or Iw/. Evidence fr~m related 

la.n.guages indicates that scme of these rounded phones are in fact unrml.nu'-;fl 

phonemes that have become rounded by assimilation with the foll~§ing round-

ed sounds. ~~, stated in a different way, the contrast between the rounded 

",,,d the unrounded stops and fricatives is neutralized in this pos1.tion. 

Such phones will be written as they occur, that is, rounded, wheth(;r or not 

this ~vidence indicated that they may be assimilated unroun~ad phonemes. 

lio definite evidence from the Methow corpus, say reduplicated fot:ms, hS.a 

b~en found which would bea~ on this quest.ion. 
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The glottal stop 111 has two allophones, (? J and (<l7]. The latter 

occurs after a consonant and un~,ccented, and eopecially in wOt'd-final p~

sition. Examples of ~7] are: [s'!lxw~ f{sx:cn j 'boulder', r~ta7xal~.(yo 7sJ 
'temporm:y dem', ~cl:mB.la7J' children'. These are wrif:ten phoo.em:i.cally as 

Iselxwfesxn/, Intrxk~yo?s/, and Iscem~17/, respectively. Before a stop or 

bilabial or alveolar resonant, the glottal stop m~y also have a secondary 

articulation, that of the following conconant. 

Some forms exhib:tt r!) in intital pOSition before a vowel, '"hen other 

occurrences of the form do not have it. Reduplication and prefixatlon are 

the principal mechanisms that produce this phenomenon. It seems best to 

account for this by a spec:J.a1 statemtnt positing /'1 ':'1hen no other conson

ant is present init~""fUy. If this were done, then a loss of 1(1 in the 

reduplicated syllable would systematically occur. This would be preferable 

,~ 

to trying to describe a completely unsystematic,.occurrence of Ir 1 in these 

forms. 

The phonetic nature of most of the fricatives is apparent from a glance 

at the chart of Methow phonemes. In addition, 8,11 fricatives e,;<tcopt /hl 

have been recorded with glottali~ed variants. As previously stated, this 

glottalization is not phonemic. j11at no glotta1ized 'variant of Ihl has 

been found may be a function of its limited occurrence, rather than any 

intri.nsic limitation of the phoneme itself. All fricatives may have alL,,-

phonic reali~ations as schwa + fricative or fricative 4· schwa in unaccent-

ed position. This is especially true in long consonant clusters and redup-
,. 

licated forms. For example, Ixxay~!nxwl 'clock', the reduplicated form of 

Ixay'~nxWI 'sun', is phonetically \~dxa~~wJ; Ilotesksebikwl 'I have no 

water I is phonetically c..l~tesc;ksiGikwJ. 

The alveolar fricative lsI has two main non-glottalize.d al1ophonZ'·.~. an 

8,lveolEl.r f:dcative ~] and an a1veo-palatal fricoti,ve [~J. Th2Y ;:;,"x~tn 
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free variation with each other. No occurrence of a glottalized alveopa1a~-

a1 phoneme has been recorded, but like the Ihl phoneme, this may be rela-

ted to the relatively small number of times it occurs in the corpU3. 

The unrounded front-velar fricative Ixl has a not-too-UnCODmlan voiced 

homorganic allophonet&~in inter-vocalic position. Thus the Ix! in 

Isca-m:xe sxWoentkl 'the ice melted' could be realized as either [x] or 

(g]. 

The back velers 1,1 and l~wI each have fcur main allophones. In ad

dition to the plain and glottalized fricative allophones [xl, [~); [xWj, . . . 
andC,WJ, respectively, there are plflin and glottalized voiceless phar

\ 
yngeal allophones. (nJ and [n) are allophones of I~J, and [oW] and [nwJ 

allophones of l,w/. It appears that all four allophones of each phoneme 

are in free variation with each other, no conditioning factors for their 

oecurrence having been found. An example of this variation can be found 

in the verb Iplxl 'to hunt'. • 
c ,-

Contrast L1aykQ.p!.,:8 'I want to hunt' with 

[qaynoSk~p~l!l J 'I will hunt'. 

The resonants have the widest allophonic range of all the consonants. 

It seems likely that eventually the following types of allophones could be 

discovered for each phoneme: 

[m], ['1{1, (~ml, [mc]. 

All these types are in free variation with each other, with the schwa 

occurring in an unaccented syllable. The schwa may be colored by contigu-

OUB rounded consonants, being rounded slightly (or it may not be affected 

at all .. ) 

All four types of the bilabial allophones have been recorded. 

The alveolar resonant, Inl, also has the four types of allopho~~~ in-

dicated before. And, in addition to the previously mention.ed laterally 

r.elease.d nasal, there is a further allophone of vocalic nasalization. For 
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Qxample. [l~mitlJ r sheep' i6 phonemically /lmont6n1; (sir {stk<l] rDecemb~.rl 

is ISi?{stkonl phonemically. There are, then, a total of six allophones 

of the phoneme In/. 

The lateral resonant phoneme /11 haa a total of ~ight allophones. In 

addition to the four typical for resonants, and the nasalized lateral in 

certain forms, there are also three allophones containing the flapped lat

eral: [1], [il, and [~lJ. No OCcurr~l1ce of [ldJwas recorded, although 

it is not improbable that it would show up in a larger corpus. This flap 

is characterized by a tongue-tip contact on the alveolar ridge with sim-

ultaneous lowering of the anterior section of the tongu~, thereby producing 

the flapped effect. These are in free variation with the rest of the 1at-

eral allophones. 

Two further allophones must be added to the allophonic inventory of 

Irl, in addition to the four types characteristic of resonants. They aTe 

a flapped r, [%], and a trilled r, [r}. These soundS occur in only a lim

ited number of forms, but they have been recorded in free variation with 

each other and with [rJ. This an8'lyiis of the [rJ is not completely sat-

isfying, but little else can be done with it at the present time. It is 

not impossible that the trilled r is, in fact, a reduplicated r, Irr/. 

This is possible since my informants did not make any consistant d:l.stiJl~·" 

tion in meaning between many reduplicated and non-redllplicated forms. 

There are eight allophones of the Iwl phoneme in the present analy~ise 

There are: 

Thr Tounded pharyngea1s occur in association with back vowels. but the 

other a11ophouC;'.s occur freely. This particular s~ction of: tha analYSis is 
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anot:bex' suspect area. since closely related languages have phonemic pberyn-

geals. With no examples of contrast in the corpus, however, and in view 

of the fact that there are a few instances of free variation, they are pso-

ited as allophones of Iw/. 

It seems likely that further data would uncover a series of phcnemic 

glottalized resonants. For this reason, no mention of glottalized a110-

phones of resonants have been made. In related languages such a series is 

typical in diminutuve reduplication. ~10 forms in the corpus seem to be 

evidence to warrant further elicitations at SO!TP- later date to dec:tde this 
l ", 

- .... /.j .... _--J 

conjecture. They are (_ s('sarsC)rJ' another form cbtained for • cricket' j 

and C?f7~r' J 'tangled up', from e,f.~J, a root of undetermined meaning. 

Whether it would be best to analyse these oc~u~rences as a aeries of per-

haps six phonemic resonants, or a component of glottalization, similar to 

the suprasegmental of stress, cannot of course be determined at this t:f.me. 

3.2 At least eleven vowel phones have been discovered in Methow: 

Li, r., e, [., a, When arranged in the familiar vowel 

chart, they may be rather neatly compared with the phonemes of which they 

are respective members: 

i 
1 

e o /e/ 10/ 

a tal 

l iJ, L:;;], (eJ, and [£. J are in free variation. The article / el, for 

instance, may be realized (wo'rd-fine.l1y) as anyone of the four allophones. 

Most words recorded do not show an allophonic range through the four phones, 

although a great number do exhibit various combinations of three of the 

four allophones in free variation. Since Cel is the most commonly used of 

the four allophones, they are all assigned to the phoneme marked by leI. 
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[ U], b.CJ, and @] are simila.!'ly in free varlation, as in lmtilx]

(m61x]-(m~lx] 'cottonwood'. In the few words in which it occurs, [J] is 

in free variation with [ol: U.JkS~oJ- [l~k6~oJ 'pig, bacon'; [my...qcf"'n]

[mo4~{"~, the rock point between Omak and Okanogan. Co] is by far the 

most often used of the allophones, and will be utilizad to mark the phon-

erne 101. 
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The vowel phoneme with the mOJ t limited occurrence is 1(/;./. It occurs 

in the form for I April' (cited earlier); in In4wp'~k/, a rnouut1lin near 
; 

Beaver Creek; in IxaYiJf~trXw I 'sun/moon '; and with length in the leXical suf-

'" fix 1~.lqWI 'underbrush'. 

(~J and [a] a~e in free variation in the phoneme tal instressed po

sition! ['?a-m;;pJ-Tla.mapJ 'melt l • When unstree.sed, this phoneme has only 

the member [a J. Tbw it is seen that (~J has a phonemic value only in 

stressed position. An analysis of the unstressed schwa as being in free 

variation with silence (thus reducing drastically the number of allophones 

of fricatives and resonants) appears to be plausible in describing this 

sound. However, not enough work has been done on the corpus with this hypo-

thesis to warrant its inclusion in this description. 

3.3 Vocalic length I-I is what its name implies--a lenghtening of the 

vowel associated with it. The vowel may be merely long, with no reartic-

ulation, or the vowel may be rearticulated, with eithel:' (phonetic) vowel 

receiving the relatively stronger stress. 




